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☜RADIOACTIVE STRON-
TIUM (Sr-90) ranks among .
the ugliest byproducts of nu-
clear fission and bombtest-
{ng. The 28-year half-life of
this major ingredient of fall-
out constitutes ☁a lingering
eeminder of our essays in
worldwide pollution.
- Sr-90 is known to concen-
trate in bone,☂and its main
hazard isheld to be the pro-
duction of leukemia and _
other cancers by local irra.
diation of bone marrow
cells, The average global
burden from existing resi-
duesof Sr-90 has been calcu-
lated to be equivalent to a
total dose of 80 millirads of
radiation in bone marrow:
over the lifespan, which can °
be compared to 100 milli-
rads per year form cosmic
rays and other
sources, - : .
: Fallout -residues thus de-
liver only a small amount of /
radiation compared to back-
round and are unlikely to |
add as many as onecase of
cancer per million per year
to our existing miseries. Dr.
Ernest J. Sterngfass of the
University of Pittsburgh has
reignited public anxiety
about Sr-90 with the sugges-
tion - that 400,000 infant
deaths in the United States
since 1950 are attributable
to Sr-96 -fallout from bomb
tésting.
The kernel of his argu-

ment is that infant death
rates fell steadily between
1035 and 1950 and should
have contiunued to drop at
the same pace if there had
been no fallout. On this ar-
gument, our infant mortality
Yate should have been re-.
duced by now to 13 per 1000,
but the rate has gone down
more slowly since 1950 and
is about 22; He arues that
the difference, or 0.9 per
cent of babies born in 1968,
died as victims of fallout.
This would imply that we
have underestimated the le
thality of Sr-90 by a factor
of 1000. ,
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: THE COUNTRY deserves
hetter science than this. Any-
one who will take the time
to follow Stengolass☂s argu-
ment will see that it is
based on the unsupported
assumption that mortality.
rates will continue to im-
Rrove at a constant pace,
taking no account of either.
the social-economic or the:
-Inedical factors that- domi. |
nate such statistics. .
. Suffice it to say that most
of the improvement up to
1950 can be traced to. the
control of infection byanti- --
bioties and general hygiene, a
while we have been much.☝
less successful in mitigating *
or preventing congenital
malformations. Further. _
more, nonwhite children not ©
only started ☁out. behind °-
white ones in 1950;their rel--::
ative !
then has been much poorer |
than that of the whites, of
Are we to say that black :

skin makes for higher sensi- .
tivity to Sr-90? What acon- ☁
venient excuse not to do the -..
hard work needed to clean -
up our national disgrace:
that a child☂s chance to live |,
depends on his race, r
Dr. Sterngiass☂s argu-

ments are being taken apart,
point by point, in technical. .
publications by Drs. Arthur
J. Tamplin of the Lawrence |

more, Calif... and. L. A.
Sagan of Palo Alto, and I ☂
must concur with them that *
his method of analysis is in-
capable of yielding anything
but imaginative speculations
which the alleged data nei-
ther prove nor disprove.

Dr. Sternglass☂s ☜expose☝
has nevertheless called at-
tention to a surprising lack
of experimental work di-
rected specifically at the
genctic effects of Sr-90. In
part, this Jack stems from a
preoccupation with the simi-☁
larity ofSr-90 to radium and

_its: concentration in bone.
. More important, we Still
have-an incomplete scien-
tific base on which to ask
the right quesilons about
the effects of radioisotopes
on DNA and chromosomes,
Wedo knowthat these ques-
lions are Important, .

improvement since ,;

, . corporated in the DNA mole-
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Strontiin90LessanOvre
☁ThanPainted,But HowMuch?

THE ONE published study
I could find was reported in
1963 by the respected Stock-
holm geneticist K.G. Luen-
ing. He gave huge doses of
Sr-90. to male mice, which
were -<hen mated. Among
their offspring, the propor-
tion of dead embryos in-

: creased to 123 per cent,
compared to 7.8 per cent for
the controls, But if we ex-

 trapolated the doses back to
: our own load of Sr-90, the ef-

eeperme .
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Dr. Luening's studies do not
☁lend themselyes to exdct

- quantitative☂ analysis, hdw-
ever, and noone has made a.
thorough examination of the
genetic: effects of chronic
exposure to moderate doses

.Of Sr-905 0 2 ote tte

. Et is known thatSr-90 de-
cays to an unstable isotope,

-, yttrium-90, which has a half-
life of 64 hours and very dif.
ferent .chemical properties
from☂ those of Sr-90, Since
yttriumis distributed

. through soft tissues, unlike
strontium, it is not far-
fetched to question whether

☁it exerts some genetic ef-

fect would be imperceptible.

' «fects either by general radia-
tion or by more specific as-
sociation with DNA, Radio-

. active decay of atoms (like
☁phosporus-32) actually in-

☁cule ☁is known to have a dis-
proportionate effect in pro-
ducing genetic damage.
_My imagination dées not

permit me. to stretch these
uncertainties to 400,000 in-
fant deaths. We may be
dealing with less than 1 per
cent of that burden. But if
we play with fire, we ought
to maintain a higherlevel of
unremitting skepticism and
vigilant research, or in the

- end we will learn the ha?d
way. /
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